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ABSTRACT Chemotactic excitation responses to caged ligand photorelease of rapidly swimming bacteria that reverse (Vibrio
alginolyticus) or tumble (Escherichia coli and Salmonella typhimurium) have been measured by computer. Mutants were used
to assess the effects of abnormal motility behavior upon signal processing times and test feasibility of kinetic analyses of the
signaling pathway in intact bacteria. N-1 -(2-Nitrophenyl)ethoxycarbonyl-L-serine and 2-hydroxyphenyl 1-(2-nitrophenyl) ethyl
phosphate were synthesized. These compounds are a 'caged' serine and a 'caged' proton and on flash photolysis release serine
and protons and attractant and repellent ligands, respectively, for Tsr, the serine receptor. The product quantum yield for serine
was 0.65 (±0.05) and the rate of serine release was proportional to [H+] near-neutrality with a rate constant of 17 s-1 at pH
7.0 and 210C. The product quantum yield for protons was calculated to be 0.095 on 308-nm irradiation but 0.29 (±0.02) on
300-350-nm irradiation, with proton release occurring at >1 05 s-1. The pH jumps produced were estimated using pH indicators,
the pH-dependent decay of the chromophoric aci-nitro intermediate and bioassays. Receptor deletion mutants did not respond
to photorelease of the caged ligands. Population responses occurred without measurable latency. Response times increased
with decreased stimulus strength. Physiological or genetic perturbation of motor rotation bias leading to increased tumbling
reduced response sensitivity but did not affect response times. Exceptions were found. A CheR-CheB mutant strain had normal
motility, but reduced response. A CheZ mutant had tumbly motility, reduced sensitivity, and increased response time to attractant,
but a normal repellent response. These observations are consistent with current ideas that motor interactions with a single
parameter, namely phosphorylated CheY protein, dictate motor response to both attractant and repellent stimuli. Inverse motility
motor mutants with extreme rotation bias exhibited the greatest reduction in response sensitivity but, nevertheless, had normal
attractant response times. This implies that control of CheY.phosphate concentration rather than motor reactions limits re-
sponses to attractants.
INTRODUCTION
Amino acid chemotaxis in the bacteria, Escherichia coli and
Salmonella typhimurium, provides a particularly well un-
derstood example of sensory signal processing in single cells.
The physiology of bacterial chemotaxis has been studied ex-
tensively (Berg, 1988), the gene loci coding for the proteins
comprising the chemotactic machinery have all been iden-
tified (Parkinson and Kofoid, 1992), and much has been
learned regarding the biochemistry of the protein-protein in-
teractions and protein modification reactions (Bourret et al.,
1991; Stock et al., 1991).
E. coli utilizes a battery of chemoreceptors to monitor its
environment. The most abundant chemoreceptor, Tsr, senses
the attractant amino acid serine and certain repellents, in-
cluding protons. Binding of attractant to, or dissociation of
repellent from Tsr signals counterclockwise (CCW) rotation
of the locomotory organelles, the flagella. CCW signals en-
hance smooth-swimming runs. Binding of repellents, or dis-
sociation of attractants, signals clockwise (CW) rotation. CW
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signals enhance cell tumbling or inverse swimming. Tsr-
mediated chemotaxis involves six cytoplasmic proteins:
CheA, CheB, CheR, CheW, CheY, and CheZ. Autophos-
phorylation of the histidine kinase, CheA, is modulated in
vitro by chemoreceptor containing membrane preparations
(Borkovich and Simon, 1992). CheA transfers phosphate in
vitro to CheY and CheB. CheY-phosphate is dephosphory-
lated by CheZ (Bourret et al., 1991; Stock et al., 1991) Cor-
relation between CheY'phosphate levels and flagellar mo-
tor CW/CCW rotation bias has been shown in
semienvelope preparations (Barak and Eisenbach, 1992a).
Adaptation to attractant addition, or repellent withdrawal,
is mediated by methylation of multiple residues on the cy-
toplasmic domain of Tsr and analogous chemoreceptors by
the methyltransferase, CheR. Adaptation to attractant with-
drawal, or repellent addition, involves demethylation by
the methylesterase, CheB (Spriager et al. 1979).
These observations are consistent with biochemical
models (Gegner et al., 1992; Hess et al., 1988) whereby fla-
gellar CW/CCW rotation bias follows changes in intracel-
lular CheY-phosphate levels due to signals generated by li-
gand binding to receptor-CheW-CheA complexes, whereas
control of CheA-CheB phosphotransfer provides adaptive
feedback. A large number of chemotactic mutants have been
isolated based on abnormal migration on agar swarm plates
(Wolfe and Berg, 1989), in concentration gradients formed
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at capillary tips (Adler, 1973), in density gradients stabilized
against convection (Dahlquist et al. 1972, Weiss and Kosh-
land, 1988), and across microchannel plates (Berg and
Turner, 1990). An important achievement of chemotaxis
models has been the ability to explain the abnormal swim-
tumble balance of chemotactic mutants. Thus, CheB and
CheZ null mutants have a tumbly phenotype, whereas CheA
and CheY null mutants have a smooth-swim phenotype, as
predicted by the models. Phosphorylation defective mutants
generated by in vitro (Oosawa et al., 1988) and site-specific
mutagenesis (Bourret et al., 1990; Lukat et al., 1991) also
have a steady-state motile phenotype consistent with such
models.
Bacteria respond to temporal rather than spatial gradients
(Macnab and Koshland, 1972). Tactic responses of bacteria
to temporal stimuli may be conceptually divided into a sub-
second excitation process (Segall et al., 1982; Spudich and
Koshland, 1975; Sundberg et al., 1986) followed by a slower
adaptation process that gradually restores prestimulus be-
havior (Springer et al., 1979). The motile behavior of single
bacteria has been quantitated by microscopy using three-
dimensional tracking (Berg and Brown, 1972), photomicrog-
raphy (e.g., Spudich and Koshland, 1975), and computerized
video analysis (e.g., Sandberg et al., 1986). Single motor
behavior has been studied by following the rotation of bac-
teria tethered onto glass coverslips. Responses of tethered
bacteria to step, impulsive, exponential ramp, and sine-wave
stimuli have been analyzed (Berg and Tedesco, 1975; Block
et al., 1982, 1983; Segall et al., 1982, 1986). Iontophoretic
application has been the only method published thus far that
is sufficiently rapid for direct measurement of excitation
times. lontophoresis is restricted to the study of single, teth-
ered bacteria and cannot conveniently be used for uncharged
ligands such as serine.
Flash photolysis of caged compounds has emerged as a
powerful technique for time-resolved analysis of intracellu-
lar signaling (Adams and Tsien, 1993). Here, we have ap-
plied this approach for the study of bacterial chemotactic
excitation. Biologically inert 2-nitrobenzyl derivatives that
photorelease serine and/or protons rapidly were synthesized,
characterized, and used to study excitatory signaling. The
flash geometries used provided uniform photorelease over
whole fields of view. This allowed the flash photolytic ap-
proach to be coupled to the powerful, recently developed
computer video analysis methods for cell tracking of entire
bacterial populations. A large number of chemotactic mu-
tants have been isolated or engineered since the last pub-
lished measurements of excitation behavior (Segall et al.,
1986). More than 50 mutant alleles are available in CheY
alone (Bourret et al., 1990, 1993; Irikura et al., 1993; Oosawa
et al., 1988; Roman et al., 1992; Sockett et al., 1992). These
logistics make apparent the need for a fast, time-resolved
behavioral assay to exploit fully the available mutant library
for a mechanistic dissection of chemotactic signaling.
The drastic changes in the cell's swim-tumble balance that
are effected as a rule by alteration of single protein compo-
nents of the chemotactic machinery may mask effects of
specific alterations upon signal processing. We have ad-
dressed this issue by examination ofwild-type bacteria, wild-
type bacteria with motor bias perturbed by physiological ma-
nipulation, and bacteria carrying mutations in chemotactic
signal processing or motor proteins. Our data indicate that
effects on signal processing times may be separated from
effects on steady-state motility and response sensitivity.
They provide additional support for current models of bac-
terial chemotaxis, but also reveal facets of excitation behav-
ior that are not presently explained by such models.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation of caged 2-nitrobenzyl derivatives of
protons and serine
2-Hydroxyphenyl 1-(2-nitrophenyl)ethyl phosphate, I
CagedH+was synthesized from o-phenylene phosphorochloridate and 1-(2-
nitrophenyl) ethanol (prepared by borohydride reduction of 2-nitroaceto-
phenone) followed by hydrolysis of the intermediate phosphate triester in
the presence of 2,6-lutidine. The resulting mixture was separated on a 4- X
70-cm column of QAE-Sephadex A25 (for a synthesis using 12 mmol of
each starting material) that was packed in the following manner. A 5 mM
NaOH solution was mixed with an equal volume of methanol, and after brief
degassing under partial vacuum (water pump) the Sephadex was added. The
slurry was degassed again and packed into the column. The reaction mixture
was applied to this column in 250 ml ofthe solution used to pack the column,
and this was eluted with 1 liter of the same solution to remove uncharged
substances. The column was developed by using a 4-liter (0.01-0.1 M)
gradient of triethylammonium bicarbonate, pH 7.5. Caged H+ was eluted
as the second peak. After evaporation to dryness and repeated evaporation
of methanol to remove triethylammonium bicarbonate, it was converted to
its disodium salt by passage over Dowex 50 (Na+-form) column in 40%
overall yield. Caged H+ was characterized by its 1H NMR spectrum (re-
corded in D20-H20 (9:1 v/v) with acetone as internal reference) at 500 MHz
(on a Bruker AM500) at 25°C with a sweep width of 8 kHz in 16,000 data
points. The 1H NMR spectrum showed 8 6.13-7.72 (8H, ArH), 5.70 (1H,
m, ArCH), 1.53 (3H, d, CH3). Caged H+ had a titratable hydroxyphenyl
group (pK 10.1) and the following ultraviolet (UV) absorption properties:
at pH 7, E 5.7 mM-1 cm-' at Am,,,. 270 nm and E 2.6 mM-1 cm-' at AmX,n 238
nm, and at pH 13, e 10.3 and 6.0 mM'1 cm-' at Xmax 236 nm and 285 nm,
respectively, and 4.6 mM-1 cm-' at Amn 256 nm. High performance liquid
chromatography on C18 reversed phase using an acetonitrile gradient in
phosphate buffer (pH 6.0) showed caged H+to be homogeneous based on
UV absorption at 254 nm.
2-Hydroxyphenyl phosphate, IV, the product of the photolysis reaction,
was prepared by hydrolysis of methyl o-phenylene phosphate in water on
an oil-bath maintained at 100°C for 1 h. Barium acetate was added to the
solution which was then adjusted to pH 8 with NaOH. Some precipitation
occurred, and the precipitate was removed and discarded. The product com-
prised a mixture of IV and presumed methyl phosphate in a molar ratio of
2:1 as determined by 1H NMR. The second (i.e., weakly acidic) pK. of the
phosphate group in IV was determined by a combination of an acid-base
titration of the mixture in water and by 1H NMR spectroscopy in which the
chemical shifts of the aromatic protons in IV were measured as a function
of pH. IV also has pKa of -10 due to its phenolic group.
N-1-(2-Nitrobenzyl)ethoxycarbonyl-L-serine V
N-2-Nitrobenzyloxycarbonyl and related derivatives of amino acids were
first described (Patchornik et al., 1970) as photolabile precursors for peptide
synthesis, although these authors did not describe the serine derivative.
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Caged L-serine was prepared and characterized as follows. A stirred solution
of L-serine (285 mg, 2.7 mmol) in 0.25 M sodium hydroxide (11 ml) was
cooled in an ice bath and treated simultaneously with a solution of 1-(2-
nitrophenyl)ethyl chloroformate (1.25 g, 4.9 mmol) in dry tetrahydrofuran
(24 ml) and 0.5 M potassium hydroxide (14 ml) for 10 min. The solution
was stirred for a further 3 h at room temperature, then saturated with sodium
chloride and extracted with diethyl ether. The aqueous phase was acidi-
fied to pH 2.5 with hydrochloric acid and extracted with ethyl acetate.
The ethyl acetate extracts were washed twice with saturated sodium chlo-
ride solution, dried over Na2SO4, and evaporated to leave the crude prod-
uct as a pale yellow oil. This was suspended in water (50 ml), neutralized
with 1 M NaOH, and the solution was filtered. The yield was determined
by quantitative UV spectroscopy at 263 nm (e 4700 M-1 cm-1) to be 1.28
mmol (47%).
For purification, the solution was lyophilized and the rgsidue redissolved
in H20 (8 ml). An aliquot (1 ml) was treated with sodium chloride (6 mg)
and the solution was applied to a column of Sephadex LH-20 (2 X 40 cm)
and eluted with water at 24 ml/h. Fractions (6 ml) were collected and ana-
lyzed by UV absorption and conductivity measurements. High conductivity
was found in two peaks. The first (centered on fraction 22) contained little
UV-absorbing material. The second centered on UV-absorbing fractions
25-28, which were combined, lyophilized, and redissolved in H20 (1 ml).
The concentration, determined by quantitative UV spectroscopy, was 106
mM. Contamination with free serine was 0.05%, as determined by amino
acid analysis. The 1H NMR spectrum (on a JEOL FX9OQ) in D20 showed
8 7.25-7.92 (4H, m, ArH), 5.99 (1H, q, J 6.6Hz, ArCH), 3.84-4.00 (3H,
m, CH2CH), 1.50 and 1.52 (3H, 2X overlapping d, CH3). The overlapping
doublets for the methyl resonance correspond to the two diastereoisomers.
Preparation of motile bacteria
Vibrio alginolyticus was motility selected on soft agar and grown in liquid
culture as described previously (Liu et al., 1990). They were harvested,
washed three times, and resuspended in Vibrio motility buffer (0.1 mM
4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES), pH 7.5, 450
mM NaCl, 0.2% glucose). Streptococcus V4051 was grown in KTY me-
dium, harvested, sheared and tethered in a flow cell, starved, valinomycin-
treated, and energized as described previously (Khan et al., 1990). The 0.1
mM pH 7.5 phosphate buffer, of composition used previously (Khan et al.,
1985) but containing 0.3 mM caged proton and 5 mM dithiothreitol in
addition, was subsequently flowed in between 0.5 and 1 min after energi-
zation. E. coli and S. typhimurium strains were motility selected on soft
tryptone agar, then grown in 10 ml Luria broth with antibiotic selection (25
jig/ml streptomycin for E. coli) in 100-ml flasks on a shaking water bath
at 35°C. The strains were harvested at late-exponential phase, washed three
times, and resuspended in weakly buffered motility medium (pH 7.0, 0.1
mM sodium phosphate, 67 mM NaCl, 10 mM KCl, 0.1 mM EDTA, 5 mM
dithiotheitol, 5 mM sodium lactate, 125 ,uM L-methionine) for caged proton
experiments and standard motility medium (pH 7.0, 10 mM sodium phos-
phate, 67mM sodium chloride, 10mM KCl, 0.1 mM EDTA, 5 mM dithio-
threitol, 5 mM sodium lactate, 125 ,uM L-methionine) for caged serine
experiments.
Flash spectroscopy
To effect photolysis of caged protons, up to 70 mJ ofXeC1 (308 nm) Physik
201 Excimer laser light was focused onto the quartz sample cuvette with a
set of fused silica cylindrical lenses. The energy of the 22-ns laser pulse was
measured with the use of a GENTEC energy meter and a 7904 Tektronix
oscilloscope. For the multiple-pulse experiments the excimer laser was run
at about 1.6 Hz. The laser impinged on the 2-mm sample cuvette at an angle
of 450 so that the pathlength was 2.83 mm. The measuring light from a
tungsten-iodide lamp was passed through a Bausch and Lomb monochrom-
eter so that it also impinged on the sample cuvette at 45° and 900 from the
laser light. The effective aperture for the measuring light was 2 X 3 mm and
laser light passed through the volume seen by the measuring light. The
transmitted measuring light was detected by an EMI 9601B photomultiplier
after passing through three type H dark blue glass filters (50% transmission
at 421 nm) to reduce the scattered 308-nm laser light when observing the
aci-nitro anion decay. When phenol red was monitored at 560 nm, four type
3661 B orange glass cut-off filters (each with 17% transmission at 560 nm)
were used to reduce the scattered 308-nm laser light. The corresponding
voltage signals from a 2.7 Kohm photomultiplier load resistor were am-
plified by a 7A22 Tektronix amplifier and displayed and photographed on
a Tektronix 7904 oscilloscope or were digitized by a Nicolet 4094 oscil-
loscope and either photographed or plotted on an HP 7035B X-Y recorder.
Increases in H+ concentration were detected by the absorbance change at
560 nM of the HI-indicator dye, phenol red (pK 7.6).
The photolysis kinetics of caged serine were measured in an absorption
spectrophotometer linked to a frequency doubled ruby laser (347 nm) as
described previously (Coffie et al., 1993; Walker et al., 1988).
Video microscopy of responses to flash
photorelease
The bacteria were observed under dark-field (50 watt tungsten lamp). A 5X
projection lens provided camera magnification such that a micrometer
spanned about 1.5 video pixels. The Ultricon camera tube had low lag and
high gamma (Inoue, 1986) suitable for tracking and contrast-enhancing rap-
idly moving bacteria. Five ,l of sample with bacteria and caged compounds
were contained in a bridged coverslip chamber. A custom-made 0.2-mm-
thick quartz glass coverslip bridged two glass coverslips to form this cham-
ber. For E. coli and S. typhimurium experiments, a density of about 20-40
motile bacteria per field ofview was used. At higher densities tracking errors
caused by, for example, crossover of paths of motile bacteria, became sig-
nificant and, in addition, the motility of the bacteria on the microscope slide
decreased precipitously after a few minutes due to oxygen depletion. In
addition to a diffusion filter, a yellow filter (470 nm cut-off) was interposed
between the lamp and sample to block blue light (Macnab and Koshland,
1974). Addition of up to 5 mM caged proton or caged serine from a pH-
adjusted stock did not affect motility of the bacteria. The UV light used
to effect photorelease was also filtered (see below), and the bacteria did
not respond to the light in the absence of caged ligands. Absence of
dithiothreitol elicited tumbling responses from E. coli and S. typhimurium
upon flash photolysis which were probably due to formation of the
2-nitrosoacetophenone by-product III (Kaplan et al., 1978).
Amounts of caged compounds photoreleased on the microscope stage
depended on the geometry for UV illumination. In one geometry, spatially
uniform Kohler epiillumination of the sample by a continuous mercury arc
lamp was controlled by an electronic shutter (Uniblitz, Vincent Associates,
Rochester, NY). The light was filtered by a Nikon UV-2A (330-380 nm
excitation, >400 nm barrier filters; 400 nm dichroic mirror) fluorescence
cube and attenuated before passage through a 40X CF fluor objective lens
of a Nikon Optiphot microscope. Alternatively, the discharge from a flash
lamp was directed via a UV-transmitting fiber optic (Technical Video Ltd,
Woods Hole, MA) onto the sample (Khan et al., 1992). An UG11 280-380
nm band-pass, with infrared reflective coating, filtered the light before entry
into the fiber optic. The output end of the fiber optic was positioned at the
focus of a 10-mm fused-silica lens (Ealing Optical), resulting in a spatially
uniform, parallel output beam. An extra-long working distance 40X ob-
jective lens allowed illumination of the sample from an oblique angle of
about 400. A custom-made event marker put a 5-kHz tone recognizable by
the EV Motion Analysis Software (MAS) (Motion Analysis Inc., Santa
Rosa, CA) on the videotape and triggered the flash lamp, or the electronic
shutter driver (Model D122, Vincent Associates). In biological experiments,
a delay was interposed between the tone and the flash by means of a Grass
stimulator to allow recording and analysis of prestimulus behavior.
The pH change due to caged proton photorelease was estimated using the
pH indicator dye SNAFLI (Molecular Probes Inc.). The SNAFL1 fluores-
cence intensity change was recorded onto videotape using a KS-1381 image
intensifier, DAGE-MTI series 68 Ultricon camera, and Panasonic VHS-
AG6300 recorder. The VP110video digitizer threshold setting varied with
the intensity of the recorded image and was used to read out the pH; after
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calibration of the fluorescence with known pH buffers. The proton con-
centration was related to pH by acid-base titration of SNAFL1 and experi-
mental buffers as described by Meister et al. (1987). In buffer containing
0.3 mM caged proton, approximately 33% (0.1 mM) was photolyzed by
standard UV flash epiillumination (30-ms open shutter time, 50% trans-
mittance ND filter) and approximately 10% (0.03 mM) by oblique, fiber
optic guided lamp flash (200 watts) (Khan et al., 1992). In the former case
an area not much greater than the field of view was illuminated and the pH
change was rapidly offset (approximately 10 s) by diffusion of protons
away to adjacent areas. All, or almost all, of the sample was illuminated
by the UV flash in the latter geometry so that the pH or serine jump was
stable for -100 s.
Speed-up of tethered Streptococcus (Khan et al., 1990) and adaptation
recovery times (Clarke and Koshland, 1979) provided independent bioas-
says for determination of the pH or serine jumps, respectively. Streptococcus
V405197 was energized with a potassium diffusion potential equivalent to
1 pH unit (-58.8 mV). In this regime tethered cell speed is proportional to
electrochemical potential (Khan et al., 1990). Speed-up upon flash pho-
torelease was measured as described in Khan et al. (1985). The bacteria
showed no measurable increase to the 0.03 mM proton jump produced by
oblique flash illumination. Upon flash epiillumination, the fractional in-
crease in speed was 0.49 + 0.2 (n = 10), indicating a pH change of this
magnitude. This value is higher than that estimated by SNAFL1 measure-
ments (approximately 0.35 units), but is likely to be a overestimate due to
the fact that proton photorelease was about a minute after energization at
which time the electrochemical potential in the artificially energized cells
is approximately 20% less than the imposed diffusion potential (Khan et al.,
1985). Recovery times were measured for large serine jumps using oblique
flash illumination. The estimated serine release was approximately twofold
greater than the proton release measurements using SNAFL1, in agreement
with the difference in quantum yields of the two caged compounds. Thus,
wild-type E. coli had, for example, a recovery time of 24 ± 3 s upon oblique
flash photolysis of 40 ,uM caged serine indicating photorelease of -8 ,uM
serine (Clarke and Koshland, 1979). Serine in the caged serine sample was
estimated by recovery time measurements to be <1%.
a
Computer-assisted motion analysis
Bright objects were thresholded out by the VPWHO digitizer and this infor-
mation used by the MAS software to calculate centroids for each discrete
object within a frame and subsequently to link centroids from frame-to-
frame into paths as detailed in Sundberg et al. (1986). Both linear (SPD) and
angular (RCD) speeds have been used to study E. coli motile behavior (e.g.,
Tisa et al., 1993). SPD, expressed in gm-s-1, is the absolute linear speed
of a path obtained by multiplying the frame-to-frame displacement by the
number of frames digitized per second. RCD, expressed in ° s-', is the
absolute angular rate of change of direction of a path from frame-to-frame
multiplied by the number of frames digitized per second. The discrimination
by these parameters of motile and immotile objects varied with the digi-
tization rate (Fig. 1 a). Latex beads (1.065 ,um diameter; Polysciences Inc.)
were used to evaluate the video instrumentation. Stuck beads had a frame
rate-independent SPD (<1 ,im/s) and high RCD due to sync imprecisions
between successive video frames (Inoue, 1986). Frequency filtration abol-
ished this error, but also decreased temporal resolution and was, therefore,
avoided. Beads free in solution had a frame rate-dependent SPD. The slope
of x2 versus time, t, where x = SPD/t, was 1.711 X 10-9 cm2/s. The pro-
portionality constant obtained by dividing the slope by the diffusion coef-
ficient (4.06 X 10-1' cm2/s) was 3.9. Immotile objects the size of bacteria
are perceived by the optoelectronics as undergoing two-dimensional dif-
fusional drift. The image depth of field was determined empirically. First,
the angular travel of the focus knob corresponding to the depth of the bridged
coverslip chamber (0.17 ± 0.02 mm) was determined by focusing alter-
nately on bacteria stuck on the slide and top coverslip undersurface. Second,
the knob travel needed to defocus stuck bacteria to prevent digitization was
then used to estimate an effective depth of field of about 10-15 ,um, or 10
times the mean body length of the bacteria. Thus, the digitized video images
provided two-dimensional projections of the three-dimensional trajectories
of motile bacteria.
Immotile objects were filtered out using a dummy file (Sager et al., 1988).
For V. alginolyticus (SPD = 36.4 + 7.8 ,um/s), the video records were
digitized at 60 frames/s and motile bacteria were separated from immotile
objects using a SPD threshold of 25 ,um/s. Individual reversals could be
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FIGURE 1 Computer measures of motile behavior. (a) Video images of stuck beads (triangles), beads free in solution (inverted triangles), tumbly mutant
S. typhimurium SL4041 (circles), and smooth swimming E. coli HCB437 bacteria (squares) were digitized at four different sampling frequencies: 5, 10,
30, and 60 frames/s. V. alginolyticus video images (runs, closed squares; reversals, closed circles) were digitized at 60 frames/s. (Top) The displacement,
x, is plotted against the time between successive digitized frames, t. (Bottom) The RCD is plotted against t. (b) Histogram of frame-by-frame RCD values
of a V. alginolyticus population of more than 1000 paths. (c) Histograms of frame-by-frame RCD values of E. coli and S. typhimurium mutant populations
of more than 1000 paths. (Left) Smooth swimming E. coli HCB437. (Right) Tumbly mutant S. typhimurium SL4041.
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identified using an RCD/SPD ratio (Sundberg et al., 1986). A randomly
selected population (n = 20) of reversal events had a mean RCD and SPD
of 4414 ± 693°/s and 5.34 ± 4.1 ,um/s, respectively (Fig. 1 a). Reversal
events gave rise to a distinct peak around 80°/frame in the RCD population
histogram (Fig. 1 b). Therefore, within any given frame-to-frame interval,
a path was identified as undergoing a reversal if its RCD and SPD were
greater than 60°/frame and less than 10,m/s, respectively. For measurement
of the excitation response, the frame-to-frame ensemble mean reversal fre-
quency was computed, analogous to the computation of ensemble mean
rotation bias (Block et al., 1982). The resulting files were smoothed after
the computation by three-frame averaging. Smoothing of individual paths
(Marwan and Oesterhelt, 1990; Sundberg et al., 1986) was omitted because
this affected measurement of the rapid response kinetics of the bacterial
species studied here.
Comparison of E. coli and S. typhimurium mutants (Fig. 1) showed that
SPD is a good discriminator of smooth-swimming and tumbly behavior at
low, but not high digitization frame rates in which the RCD is more effective.
Time-resolved measurement of excitation required high digitization rates
(>30 frames/s). Therefore, the RCD/SPD ratio was used to filter out im-
motile objects, whereas the RCD was used as a measure of E. coli and S.
typhimurium motile behavior. RCD population histograms of smooth-
swimming and incessantly tumbly bacteria (Fig. 1 c) overlap but are clearly
distinguishable.
The RCD provided an intuitively satisfactory measure of tumbling.
Video digitization of smooth-swimming mutant bacteria (e.g., HCB437,
ST112), slowed to various extents by addition of uncoupler (CCCP, Sigma
Chemicals Co., St Louis, MO), showed that cell trajectories were better
resolved at higher speeds, with an RCD-SPD correlation of -37.06° Jim-'.
We standardized for vigorous motility of experimental cultures by harvest-
ing them at the same growth phase and documenting their population SPD.
To establish the RCD as a quantitative measure of cell motile behavior, we
related it to motor rotation bias (Table 1, Fig. 2). Three regimes were dis-
tinguished. From 1 to 0.35 CCW rotation bias, the RCD varied approxi-
mately linearly with motor bias. The regime from 0 to 0.35 CCW bias
corresponded to the tumbly swimming phenotype over which the RCD pla-
teaued as a function of motor bias. A third regime of inverse swimming
motility (Khan et al., 1978) has been studied little. Effects of inverse motility
on population RCD and SPD could be documented (Table 1), but not ex-
pressed in terms of tethered cell rotation bias which had saturated. Thus,
swimming in such mutant populations was enhanced upon decreasing in-
tracellular pH, a manipulation known to enhance CW rotation (Kihara and
Macnab, 1981; Repaske and Adler, 1981). For small amplitude inverse-
normal motility transitions, SPD proved a more sensitive measure of ex-
citation behavior than change of RCD. Small differences in tethered cell
rotation bias of these mutant strains were documented when a greater num-
ber of tethered cells was studied (Khan et al., 1978). It is possible, however,
that the cultures used here had a greater proton-motive force, and hence
CW/CCW bias (Khan and Macnab, 1980), due to the presence of lactate in
the medium.
RESULTS
Mechanism and kinetics of caged proton
photolysis
Fig. 3 illustrates H+ release on photolysis of caged H+ at pH
6.8. The proposed mechanism (Fig. 3 a) describes interme-
diate II which is chromophoric and is presumed to be an
aci-nitro anion possibly in rapid equilibrium with other spe-
cies by analogy with the corresponding intermediate formed
during caged ATP photolysis (Walker et al., 1988). Increases
in H+ concentration were detected by the absorbance change
at 560 nm of the H+-indicator dye, phenol red (pK 7.6). The
[H+] change that occurs is a step release of protons in <5 ,us.
Previous work (Walker et al., 1988) with a frequency-
doubled ruby laser and caged ATP also indicated that the
proton step concentration jump occurs in <5 ,ts. It follows
that k1 > 105 s-1 (Fig. 3 a). Fig. 3 b record A illustrates H+
release after a 60-mJ excimer laser pulse at 308 nm to pho-
tolyze caged H+. Control experiments recorded at 560 nm
are shown in recordB (no phenol red) and record C (no caged
H+). The absence of a spectral change in record B indicates
that II has zero absorbance at 560 nm like caged H+. The
small effect when caged H+ is omitted (record C) is probably
due to photobleaching of phenol red.
From the spectral change in Fig. 3 b that corresponded to
26 ,uM increase in the imidazolium ion concentration and a
TABLE 1 Computer measures of motile behavior and motor rotation bias of E. coil and S. typhimurium strains RCD and SPD
standard errors were -1000.s- and 2 pm*s-1 respectively. Single cultures were used for each measurement relating tethered cell
CCW rotation bias (the mean CCW interval divided by the sum of the mean CW and CCW intervals) to swimming cell RCD and
SPD. Between 10 and 20 tethered cells and more than 200 swimming cell paths were used for each measurement.
Strain Relevant genotype Bias RCD (0°s-1) SPD (,um.s1)
HCB437a A(tsr)7021 A(trg)100 zbd::Tn5 A(cheA-cheZ)2209 1 426 19.3
RP8611b A(tsr)7028 A(tar-tap)5201 A(trg)100 zbd::Tn5 1 445 17.5
RP3851b A(tar)386-2 tsr::Tn5 0.93 556 16.0
RP2361b A(tar)386-2 0.86 613 16.2
RP2859b A(tap-cheB)2241 0.85 669 16.7
RP437b Wild-type 0.77 648 17.0
RP437* 0.70 681 18.8
RP437t 0.52 906 17.1
AW677C cheB287 0.355 977 16.0
RP1616b A(cheZ)6725 0.08 910 15.9
SL4041d cheB411 0.01 1091 16.2
ST120d fliG (181RD) 0 1108 15.8
ST134d fliM (185GD) 0 942 13.8
ST120t 0 670 11.3
ST134* 0 620 11.5
Strain references: Parental strains E. coli RP437 (Parkinson, 1978) and S. typhimorium LT2 (Vary and Stocker, 1973) were wild-type for motility and
chemotaxis. a, Wolfe et al. (1987); b, J. S. Parkinson (personal communication); c, Repaske and Adlers; d, Irikura et al. (1993) and Khan et al. (1978).
* Grown for 2 h at 22°C before harvest.
* Buffer = standard motility medium at pH 6.0 containing 30-50 mM acetate.
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FIGURE 2 Correlation between swimming
cell RCD and tethered cell rotation bias. Plot of
the relation between tethered cell CCW rotation
bias and swimming cell RCD values. The best-
fit line to the data between 0 and 0.645 CCW
bias is shown. Table 1 lists the strains used. E.
coli HCB437 and S. typhimurium SL4041 rep-
resented the two extremes of smooth-swimming
and tumbly behavior. Their mean population
RCD values, as estimated from further measure-
ment ofmore than 1000 motile paths taken from
three different cultures in each case, were 350
± 500/s and 1150 ± 50°/s, respectively.
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FIGURE 3 Excimer laser photolysis of caged H+.
(a) Mechanism of photolysis of caged proton. (b) Pho-
tolysis kinetics. pH changes were measured by the HI
indicator dye, phenol red. Reactions were monitored at
560 nm in solutions consisting of 50 mM KCl, 4 mM
EGTA, 1 mM imidazole-HCl at 22°C and pH 6.8 and
in addition in (A) 0.4 mM phenol red plus 0.4 mM
caged HI; in (B) 0.4 mM caged H+; in (C) 0.4 mM
phenol red. The initial transmission corresponded to
250 mV and is shown as the upper trace in each case
extending the full width of the experimental record. In
the experimental trials the initial absorbance during the
first 5 ms was as in the upper traces. The laser pulses
occurred at 5 ms and were accompanied by a 0.06 and
Cr a 0.003 decrease in absorption (from 0.46) in records
A and C, respectively (pathlength 2.83 mm). In record
B the initial absorbance was zero and no change oc-
curred on the laser pulse. (c) Photolysis yield. Con-
centration increase (AC) in ,uM of the protonated spe-
cies of phenol red measured at 560 nm as a function of
laser energy (in mJ) impinging on the sample. In this
60 case 80% of the energy was absorbed by the sample.
Sample conditions: 0.4 mM caged H+ plus 0.4 mM
phenol red, 21°C and pH 7.6.
5 ,uM increase in that of the protonated form of phenol red,
the pH jump change from 6.8 was 0.05. In this experiment
there were two buffers present: 1 mM imidazole (pK 6.95),
0.4mM phenol red (pK 7.6), as well as the photolysis product
IV (pK 5.3).
The experiment was repeated without imidazole at pH 7.6
(Fig. 3 c). At 60-mJ laser energy the decrease in pH was 0.14
corresponding to a 32 ,uM increase with protonated form of
phenol red. Fig. 3 c also shows the dependence of number
of photolytically produced protons as a function of energy of
the incident laser pulse. From the slope of this curve, Q308 nm,
the effective quantum efficiency for the production of pro-
tons from the excimer laser pulse can be determined as the
number of protons produced divided by the number of pho-
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tons absorbed. Thus
Q308nm=7NVhca/AGF(1 - T)
where N. is Avogadro's constant, V is the sample volume
in liters, h is Planck's constant, c is the velocity of light,
A = 308 nm, the wavelength of the incident photons, G is
a geometrical factor for the cell arrangement (equaling 1/2
in this case), T is the transmission through the sample cell,
and a is the slope of the line in Fig. 3 c. The factor F =
El/(El + E2) where E1 is the extinction coefficient of caged
H+, and E2 is the extinction coefficient of phenol red at pH
7.6 each at 308 nm. The data in Fig. 3 c were fitted to a
least squares line from which a = 0.564 ,uM/mJ and from
the experimentally measured transmission of the sample
(0.2) and the equation given above the Q308 nm was calcu-
lated to be 0.095. This is to be compared with a value for
quantum efficiency obtained by measuring the ratio of the
absorbance amplitudes at 435 nm of the aci-nitro anions
formed during photolysis of caged H+ and caged ATP by
300-350 nm light from a Chadwick Helmuth Strobex
model 238 Xenon arc flashlamp. The ratio was then multi-
plied by the quantum efficiency for caged ATP (0.63)
(Walker et al., 1988), that in turn was obtained from the
actinometric measurement of quantum efficiency of 1-(2-
nitrophenyl)ethyl phosphate (0.54) (Kaplan et al., 1978).
By this method the quantum efficiency for photolysis of
caged H+ is 0.29 ± 0.02. An assumption in this latter
method is that II has the same extinction coefficient as the
aci-nitro anion produced in the photolysis of caged ATP. It
has been suggested that the lower quantum efficiency at
308 nm may be associated with a greater fl-If* contribu-
tion to the absorption band (McCray and Trentham, 1989).
Fig. 4 a demonstrates that the rate constant k2 (Fig. 3 a)
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of decay of II in the photolysis of caged H+ has a pH de-
pendence similar to that of caged ATP (Walker et al.,
1988), in which the decay rate is proportional to [H+] be-
low pH 8. The section from pH 7.5 to 5.5 of the pH profile
was fitted to a least squares line: log{k2/(s1')} = 8.634 -
0.988 pH. To be able to produce a significant pH jump the
concentration of buffer was decreased to 0.1 mM. Fig. 4 b
shows the result of a multiple excimer laser pulse experi-
ment in which the laser was run in the repetitive mode
with one laser pulse every 6 s. The records A-D show the
first to fourth laser pulse on the same sample and illustrate
that the decay rate of the aci-nitro intermediate increases
and that the amplitude of the transmission change due to II
decreases with each pulse (Fig. 4 c). The rates obtained
from Fig. 4 b were used with the pH profile curve in Fig. 4
a to determine the new pH values after each laser pulse
which are also recorded in Fig. 4 c. The pH first decreases
by approximately 1 pH unit at a time through the range of
8 to 6 and then tends to a plateau at about pH 5 as ex-
pected from the pK (5.3) of the product 2-hydroxyphenyl
phosphate IV. The pK (5.3) of the photolysis product
2-hydroxyphenyl phosphate precludes caged H+ being
used to make solutions more acid than about pH 5. The
charged state of caged H+ and hence its presumed mem-
brane impermeability means that it may be used to release
protons in defined cellular compartments thereby setting
up proton gradients across membranes. Thus, the com-
pound has been used to study energization of flagellar ro-
tation in a motile Streptococcus (Khan et al., 1985;
Shimada and Berg, 1987). Another caged proton (Janka
and Reichert, 1987) and a caged hydroxide (Irie, 1983)
have been described, but these compounds are perhaps
more likely to partition into biological membranes and/or
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FIGURE 4 Photolysis of caged H+ as a function of pH. (a) First order decay rate constant (k2, Fig. 3 a) (s-1) of the aci-nitro anion intermediate II, plotted
on a log scale as a function of pH. Solution conditions: 1 mM caged H+ (Na+ salt) in buffers (histidine, imidazole, Tris, or borate as appropriate) at ionic
strength 0.45 M and 22°C. (b) Absorption changes of II at 406 nm after the first four excimer laser pulses in a multiple excimer laser pulse experiment
showing the increased decay rates of the aci-nitro intermediate as the pH falls. Vertical and horizontal scales are respectively: (A) 25 mV (AA = 0.028)
per division and 19.82 ms per division; (B) 25 mV per division and 1.983 ms per division; (C) 12.5 mV (AA = 0.014) per division and 494 ps per division;
(D) 3.1 mV (AA = 0.0035) per division and 246 ps per division. The initial transmission corresponded to 400 mV. Times of the laser pulses are indicated
by arrows. Sample conditions: 1 mM caged H+, 0.1 mM Tris buffer, 22°C with pH initially at 7.9. (c) pH (squares) occurring immediately after each laser
pulse and the corresponding relative maximum absorption (circles) of the aci-nitro anion formed on each pulse. b and c record data taken from the same
experiment.
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be membrane permeable. In addition, the pH-dependent
rate of the decay of II can be used as an intrinsic pH meter
to measure the pH jump produced.
Mechanism and kinetics of caged serine
photolysis
The structure of caged L-serine is shown in Fig. 5 a to-
gether with the probable mechanism of its photolytic decay
to L-serine and by-products, III and CO2. Evidence for the
mechanism is described in the legend to Fig. S based on
the spectral signals inferred as being due to the formation
and decay of VI (Fig. S b) and on the proton stoichiometry
(Fig. 5 cl and c2). The product quantum yield of caged
serine, measured by comparison with the P3-1-(2-nitrophe-
nyl)ethyl ester of ATP (caged ATP) (Walker et al., 1988)
was 0.65 (±0.05). The kinetics over the pH range 4 to
8 have been studied in detail for the corresponding
caged L-glutamate (Corrie et al., 1993), and identical re-
sults were obtained with caged L-serine. In the pH
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range 5.5 to 8 the rate constant of L-serine release is
proportional to [H+] being 17 s-' at pH 7.0 under the
conditions of Fig. 5. More rapid release of serine was
therefore achieved in the biological experiments conducted
at pH 6.0.
Computer measurement of V. alginolyticus
excitation response
This bacterium was used to test whether whole fields ofview
of rapid-swimming bacteria could be tracked at high tem-
poral resolution by computer. A system that tracks rapidly
swimming bacteria one cell at a time has been described
(Poole et al., 1988). V. alginolyticus motile behavior is di-
rectly related to the rotation of its single flagellum which
alternately pushes or pulls the cell. V. alginolyticus reversed
about once per second. Upon proton photorelease, its reversal
frequency increased to about 3 per second (Fig. 6 a). The
rapid response (t½l = approximately 50 ms) was due to the
pH change. No response was observed in strongly buffered
co,-/C'
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FIGURE 5 Photolysis of caged serine V. (a) Minimal mechanism of caged serine photolysis. Formation (step 1) and decay (step 2) of intermediate VI,
an aci-nitro anion, were monitored from its absorption band (peak at 406 nm). Proton release (step 1) and uptake (step 3) were monitored using the pH
indicator bromothymol blue at 614 nm, the absorption maximum of the basic form, at which wavelength neither the acidic form of bromothymol blue nor
VI absorb. (b) Spectrophotometric record at 406 nm showing formation and decay of VI. The aqueous solution at 21°C contained 0.1 mM caged L-serine,
100 mM KCl, 1 mM dithiothreitol, and 1 mM 1,4-piperazine-N,N'-bis(ethanesulfonic acid) at pH 7.0. (cl) Spectrophotometric record at 614 nm showing
release and uptake of protons. The aqueous solution at 21°C contained 0.2 mM caged L-serine, 100 mM KCl, 1 mM dithiothreitol, 1 mM 1,4-piperazine-
N,N'-bis(ethanesulfonic acid) at pH 7.0 and bromothymol blue (absorption 0.75, 4-mm-pathlength cell). (c2) Control spectrophotmetric record at 614 nm
showing photobleaching of bromothymol blue due to laser flash. The solution was as in record cl except that no caged serine was present. The arrows mark
the time of the laser pulse. The dashed lines in record c, show the photobleaching correction to be applied to the initial absorption of bromothymol blue
(obtained from record c2). After the correction is applied the initial release of a proton followed by two-proton uptake is apparent (CO2 hydration
and HCO3- formation occur much more slowly (Ho and Sturtevant, 1962; Wang et al., 1972)). The rapid initial increase and decrease in absorption in b
and c1, respectively, indicate k'1 > 105 s-< (limited by the time resolution of the flash spectrometer). Because the rate constants of the slower phases in b
and c] are approximately the same, k'3 > k'2 and k'2 = 17 s-1. The kinetics of serine release from caged serine were measured from pH 4.0 to 8.0 and
were indistinguishable from those of glutamate from the corresponding caged glutamate (Coffie et al., 1993).
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FIGURE 6 V. alginolyticus excitation response. (a) The excitation re-
sponse of more than 1500 motile paths to photorelease of 0.1 mM caged
protons resulting in a pH change of about 0.35 units is shown. Vertical bar
marks flash. (b) Post- and prestimulus histograms of the half-second post-
stimulus (open bars) and prestimulus (closed bars) periods of the number
of reversals per path for the data shown.
(50mM HEPES) media. A pH change of 0.35 units produced
a maximum peak response. Greater pH changes increased
response duration but not amplitude. Only half of the popu-
lation responded (Fig. 6 b), but part of the population showed
multiple reversals. One interpretation of this observation is
that acid pHjumps favor one rotation sense, akin to the effect
of chemoeffectors on E. coli motor rotation bias, but effect
destabilization of the unfavored, rather than stabilization of
the favored state. Because prestimulus rotation intervals have
a subsecond mean lifetime, some bacteria will undergo mul-
tiple reversals poststimulus. The rapid, sensitive response of
this bacterium to pH is of interest because its motility is
powered by sodium ions. Thus, pH sensing in this species
must be independent of the energization of the flagellar mo-
tor, a possibility raised in the literature (see Macnab, 1987).
Furthermore, the data show that V. alginolyticus exhibits
rapid processing of pH change signals.
Excitation responses of E. coli to Tsr repellent
and attractant stimuli
We studied two features of the chemotactic response to step
stimuli: response amplitude and response time. The response
amplitude was defined as the maximum change in the popu-
lation RCD elicited by the stimulus. The response time was
defined as the time required to achieve the half-maximal
change of RCD. It is equivalent to the reaction half-time (tv'2)
parameter used in chemical reaction kinetics. The step jumps
effected by ligand photorelease were controlled and meas-
ured with ease, allowing study of subsaturation responses.
Saturation responses were recorded when the population
RCD transiently attained a value equal to that of smooth-
swimming and incessantly tumbly mutant populations for
attractant (serine) and repellent (pH) stimuli, respectively.
Larger pHjumps proved unsuccessful in driving the repellent
response into the inverse-swimming regime. RCD values ob-
tained during the response measurements, in fact, exceeded
the mutant population RCD measurements at either extreme
by about 1000/s. In addition to intracellular signaling chem-
istry, motile behavior depends on mechanical factors, such
as cell size and number of flagella per cell, which may ac-
count for the differences observed.
Fig. 7 shows E. coli responses to caged proton photore-
lease. A Tar deletion strain was used because Tar mediates
smooth-swim responses to protons (Bourret et al., 1991).
Subsaturation responses with reduced amplitude and in-
creased response time were elicited by small pH jumps. The
subsaturation data established that the chemical perturba-
tions that determine motor response are complete within 1 s.
Inasmuch as perturbation of internal pH to rapid pH change
requires many seconds for completion (Slonczewski et al.,
1982), these data implied that tumbling is initiated by ex-
tracellular binding of protons to Tsr.
Fig. 8 extends our initial documentation of E. coli re-
sponses to caged serine photorelease (Khan et al., 1992). The
response is specific for serine because a mutant lacking Tsr
does not respond (Fig. 8 b). As for repellent stimuli, a modest
increase in response time accompanied reduction in response
amplitude (approximately twofold increase for a roughly cor-
responding decrease in amplitude upon 0.4 ,uM serine pho-
torelease). Once maximal response amplitude was achieved,
larger serine jumps did not affect response kinetics, but only
response duration, i.e., recovery times. Saturation responses,
measured at pH 6.0 and pH 7.0, had indistinguishable re-
sponse times and were, therefore, not limited by caged serine
photolysis kinetics.
Tsr has at least two binding sites, with different affinities,
for serine; occupancy at both sites has behavioral effects as
documented by increases in response duration (Clarke and
Koshland, 1979). However, response amplitude saturated in
the micromolar range corresponding to half-occupancy of the
high-affinity site. Thus the response sensitivity of wild-type
bacteria toward serine was comparable with that reported for
aspartate (Weiss and Koshland, 1988). We estimated the
fractional change in Tsr receptor occupancy from subsatu-
ration response amplitudes given Tsr-serine binding affinity
(Clarke and Koshland, 1979), the amount photoreleased, and
the <1% serine contamination of the caged serine. The
change in RCD was related to the percent change in motor
bias (Fig. 2). The gain, defined as the ratio of the change in
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FIGURE 7 Excitation responses ofE. coli to photorelease of caged proton. Strain RP2361 (Tar-) was used. Estimated pH jumps are denoted on the bottom
right of each panel. Each panel represents more than 1000 motile paths. Vertical bars mark flashes. Data segments between flash and intervals at which
maximal, or minimal, RCD values were reached were identified by eye and fitted by polynomial functions for estimation of response times. Maximal
responses, obtained upon jumps of 0.35 or > pH units, reached RCD values corresponding to incessantly tumbly mutant populations (Fig. 2) and response
times of -0.05 s. For a pH jump of -0.23 units, the response time increased (0.11 ± 0.01 s) and amplitude decreased approximately two- to threefold.
motor bias over the change in receptor occupancy following
Segall et al. (1986), was approximately 6. This estimate is an
order of magnitude lower than that reported for responses of
the analogous chemoreceptor, Tar, toward aspartate (Segall
et al., 1986). The matter merits further study.
Excitation behavior dependence on motor
rotation bias
A number of chemotactic mutants with abnormal swim-
tumble balance have high response thresholds (Block et al.,
1982). However, CheR-CheB double deletion mutants, with
normal swim-tumble balance but high response thresholds
have also been described (Segall et al., 1986). We investi-
gated the excitation behavior of CheR-CheB mutant strains
to both attractant (serine) and repellent (protons) stimuli. We
further studied excitation behavior when motor bias was al-
tered by perturbation of metabolic parameters, by mutation
of the Che proteins, and of the motor proteins implicated in
switching of rotation sense. The occurrence of different af-
finity Tsr serine binding sites proved to be advantageous
because responses could be studied over a wide range of
stimulus strength, allowing separation of effects of response
sensitivity from response kinetics.
CheR-CheB mutant strains have been the subject of lively
controversy in the literature as regards differences in exci-
tation behavior from wild-type bacteria (Segall et al., 1986;
Stock and Stock, 1987). Fig. 9 shows responses of a CheR-
CheB strain to serine. The reduced sensitivity (approxi-
mately 50-fold) was comparable with that reported for re-
sponses of CheR-CheB strains to aspartate (Segall et al.,
1986), but saturation response times were indistinguishable
from those of wild-type bacteria. The strain also had reduced
sensitivity for repellent stimuli. No response was observed
for pH jumps known to produce saturation responses in wild-
type bacteria. Receptor control of CheA kinase activity is
modulated by methylation state and ligand binding (Bork-
ovich and Simon, 1992). We sought to determine whether the
reduced response sensitivity of CheR-CheB deletion
strains could be mimicked in wild-type bacteria adapted to
saturating concentrations of other Tsr ligands. No differ-
ences in responses to 0.2 pH unit jumps in the presence
and absence of 10 mM leucine (Tsr repellent) or 5 mM
a-aminoisobutyrate (Tsr attractant) were observed. Like-
wise, no difference in response to photorelease of 5 ,uM
serine in the presence or absence of 10 mM leucine was
observed. These data imply that the effects of receptor
methylation and ligand binding on CheA activity cancel
completely leaving signal generation due to binding of
other ligands unaffected. Alternatively, it is possible that
modulation of CheA activity does not determine response
sensitivity.
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FIGURE 8 Excitation responses of E. coli to
photorelease of caged serine. Wild-type strain
RP437 was used except for data in the top right
panel that show RP5700 A(tsr)7021 (Ames and
Parkinson, 1988) response to serine photorelease.
Serine concentrations photoreleased are denoted
on the top right of each panel. Each panel rep-
resents more than 1000 motile paths. Vertical
bars mark flashes. Maximal response amplitudes
reached RCD values corresponding to completely
smooth-swimming mutant populations (Fig. 2)
with -0.12-s response time (determined as in
Fig. 7). The response to 0.4 AM serine photore-
lease had half-maximal amplitude and increased
response time (0.23 ± 0.03 s). For each experi-
mental culture, the baseline RCD corresponding
to smooth swimming of the entire population was
determined by recording smooth-swimming re-
sponses of the bacteria upon rapid mixing with 1
mM serine. Baseline RCD values were -400° s-,
in agreement with values obtained for smooth-
swimming mutants.
Wild-type E. coli were made tumbly (RCD -900°-s-1
(Table 1) by acidification of internal pH, while still main-
taining vigorous motility (Kihara and Macnab, 1981).
These bacteria had reduced response sensitivity requiring
photorelease of >20 ,uM serine for a strong response (RCD
<600 ° s-1), but response times were unaffected. Tumbly
CheB (S. typhimurium SL 4041, E. coli AW677) and CheZ
(E. coli RP1616) mutant strains were also examined.
These had population RCDs between 1000 and 11000 s-1.
All strains exhibited a reduced response sensitivity requir-
ing photorelease of >100 ,uM serine for strong response.
Response times for CheB strains were normal (-0.15 s),
whereas the CheZ strain had greatly increased response
time to attractant stimulation (Fig. 10 a), as previously
shown by iontophoretic data (Segall et al., 1982). The
CheB mutants exhibited no measurable response to caged
proton photorelease. In contrast, CheZ responded (Fig. 10
b) with rapidity comparable with or greater than wild-type
bacteria.
Inverse motility mutants (S. typhimurium ST120, ST124,
and ST134 (Khan et al., 1978)) were also studied. Responses
of all three strains to caged ligand photorelease were similar.
No measurable increase in the population fraction of inverse
swimming cells was observed upon caged proton photore-
lease. As observed with Che mutants, there was a marked
reduction in response to serine photorelease. Photorelease of
-1 mM serine was required for a saturation (Fig. 10 c) and
20 ,uM serine for a detectible (Fig. 10 d) response. SPD,
rather than RCD, provided the more sensitive measure of
responses such as shown in Fig. 10 d where the bacteria
remained tumbly but increased speed, presumably due to
Time (s) Time (s)
transition of individual flagellar filaments from curly to nor-
mal waveform, greater thrust resulting from the increased
pitch (Khan et al., 1978). Response times were only modestly
sensitive to stimulus strength and comparable with wild-type
responses, indicating that filament transition mechanics did
not affect response times.
A proportional relationship between stimulus strength and
motor CW/CCW rotation ratio is indicated by all of these
data. Such a relationship would result if the CW rotation state
was obtained by binding a signal (S) to the motor in its CCW
rotation state and if intracellular concentration of S varied
with ligand (L) over the range studied; so that, Lxc(xL) a
(R)/(R)cSYoc(yS) * (Motorcw)/(Motorccw) = tcw/tw; where
R is receptor, tcw is mean clockwise interval, t.cw is mean
counterclockwise interval, and x and y are (L)-(R) and (S)-
Motor stoichiometry, respectively.
DISCUSSION
Macnab and Koshland (1972) first proposed that chemo-
tactic response and adaptation may result from simulta-
neous activation of fast and slow catalytic processes con-
trolling generation and decay of signal. This paradigm has
provided a starting point for mechanistic analysis. It has
been germane to considerations of sensory processing in
more complex systems, e.g., hormonal responses (Li and
Goldbeter, 1989) and neuronal guidance (Baier and
Bonhoeffer, 1992), and has been used to establish inter-
connections between signal processing, amplification, and
adaptation (Koshland et al., 1982; Kuo and Koshland,
1989). Quantitative models have been proposed that, in
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FIGURE 9 Excitation responses of an E.
coli CheR-CheB mutant. RP2859 was the
CheR-CheB strain used. Serine concentrations
photoreleased are denoted on top right of each
panel. Each panel represents more than 1000
motile paths. Vertical bars mark flashes. Re-
sponse times and baseline RCD values were
determined as detailed in Fig. 8. Saturation
response time was 0.13 ± 0.02 s (200 ,M
serine). 0
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principle, account for features such as exact adaptation
(e.g., Knox et al., 1986). Physiological measurements have
indicated that bacteria make weighted temporal compari-
sons (Segall et al., 1982) and have been interpreted in
terms of models involving changes in receptor occupancy
(Berg and Tedesco, 1975; Block et al., 1983; Spudich and
Koshland, 1975). Finally, explicit biochemical models
have been postulated based on in vitro measurements (see
Introduction).
The status of biochemical knowledge regarding the che-
motactic excitation signaling pathway is such that it has be-
come feasible to attempt a quantitative evaluation of in vivo
excitation behavior with in vitro biochemistry. The intra-
cellular milieu affords combinatorial possibilities for inter-
actions among the protein components of the chemotactic
machinery and contains numerous ions (Tisa and Adler,
1992) and metabolites (Barak and Eisenbach, 1992b) that
could alter protein biochemical reaction kinetics in vivo.
Such considerations emphasize the need, as well as possible
complexity, of such a task. It is clear a priori that a rapid assay
is essential to limit and characterize possible mechanisms.
Response amplitudes and kinetics of wild-type and mutant
bacteria to both attractant and repellent stimuli were deter-
mined in the present study. Response amplitude and motor
rotation bias were correlated. Repellent responses saturated
in the regime of rotation bias corresponding to incessant tum-
bling and did not attain the extreme bias corresponding to
inverse swimming. This implies that maximal levels of the
intracellular signal fail to drive flagellar motors into solely
CW rotation in wild-type or Che mutant bacteria containing
normal or fewer copy numbers of the Che proteins. Inverse
motility has been observed only upon CheY overexpression
Time (s)
(Wolfe and Berg, 1989) or motor mutation (Khan et al.,
1978). This is consistent with ideas that CheY, or a form
thereof, is the intracellular signal. Responses to attractants
were observed, even at extreme CW bias. However, response
sensitivity decreased as the shift away from normal bias be-
came more severe, consistent with previous studies (see
Block et al., 1982). With the exception of the CheZ mutant,
responses to pH (repellent) jumps were immeasurable at high
CW bias. The correlated reduction of response sensitivity for
both attractants and repellents is most simply understood in
terms of models in which motor response is determined by
a common parameter whose intracellular concentration is the
integrated output of both attractant and repellent signals. El-
evated CW rotation values would reflect a higher intracel-
lular concentration of this parameter and a stronger signal
will be needed to bring about a fractional change in motor
bias equivalent to that produced in wild-type bacteria.
Stimuli effecting changes to restore wild-type levels (i.e.,
attractants) will evoke a greater response than stimuli of the
opposite sign effecting changes toward even more extreme
levels (i.e., repellents), consistent with observation. The re-
duced response sensitivity of CheR-CheB mutant strains re-
mains unexplained.
There is no measurable latency in the population response.
Saturation responses initiate within 0.033 s, the temporal
resolution of the video data, after flash photorelease, in
V. alginolyticus as well as E. coli and S. typhimurium. This
is in marked contrast to the 0.25-0.7-s latencies observed
during Halobacterium halobium phototactic responses
(Sundberg et al., 1986). H. halobium is polarly multiflagel-
lated and these response latencies may reflect specialized
machinery for coordinated switching of the flagella. The re-
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FIGURE 10 Excitation responses of E. colilS. typhimorion mutants with CW motor bias. Mutant genotype and concentrations of photoreleased species
are denoted on bottom right of each panel. Vertical bars mark flashes. Changes in RCD (°.s-1) and SPD (,m-s 1) are shown, as specified. The number
of paths obtained per slide in these tumbly mutant bacteria was sharply reduced due to few bacteria being present at the top coverslip undersurface. From
100 to 500 paths were used for each panel and the data were smoothed by averaging over blocks of three frames each. CheZ RP1616 had maximal response
times of -5 s for serine, the response of the population shown eventually reaching minimum RCD values of -500° s-1; and < 0.1 s for protons. Response
times of the inverse motility mutants ST134 and ST120 were 0.21 ± 0.02 and 0.18 ± 0.03 s to 0.8 and 0.02 mM seine, respectively.
sponse latencies (Segall et al., 1982) documented for re-
sponses of single E. coli motors probably reflect motor re-
sponse times rather than motor deadtime before response
initiation. The stimulus strength dependence of subsaturation
response times suggests that these are limited in part by
concentration-dependent reactions. Saturation response
times, however, are relatively unaffected even at the extreme
CW bias characteristic of the inverse motility phenotype.
How might the mutant response kinetics be rationalized in
terms of current chemotaxis models? Insensitivity of satu-
ration response times to motor bias, indicated by data ob-
tained in this and previous studies (Block et al., 1982), sim-
plifies identification of kinetically limiting components. The
present study confirms that CheZ mutants process CCW sig-
nals slowly (Block et al., 1982; Segall et al., 1982, 1986),
with a response time comparable with the spontaneous decay
half-time of -6 s determined in vitro (Hess et al., 1988) and,
further, shows that CW signal processing is unaffected in
such strains. These data are consistent with biochemical evi-
dence that CheZ catalyzes CheY dephosphorylation. Ab-
sence of CheZ would affect the decrease of intracellular
CheY-phosphate levels upon inhibition of CheA autophos-
phorylation by attractant, but not the increase induced by
repellent. Interestingly, the CheZ strain was also the only
mutant studied in which a measurable response to caged pro-
ton photorelease was observed. CheZ may interact with
CheY and/or flagellar motors to affect CheY-motor inter-
actions or with receptor complexes to modulate CheA au-
tophosphorylation. The extreme CW bias of the motor mu-
tants studied indicates that the CW rotation state of motors
in these strains is more energetically stable than the CCW
state and/or that the motors bind CheY tightly. In either case,
the expectation would be that CW-to-CCW switching times
would be increased in the mutant motors. Nevertheless,
CCW signal response times in these strains are near normal.
This implies that CCW signal response times are controlled
by signal generation and/or other mechanisms for CheY
phosphate decay rather than motor switch reactions. If
ligand-based control of CheA autophosphorylation partly
limits rates of decay or build-up of intracellular
CheY-phosphate pools, the modest attractant ligand concen-
tration dependence is easily explained. Little can be said, at
present, regarding CW signal processing due to both inad-
equate temporal resolution and limited data.
We have combined advances in flash photolysis of caged
chemicals, and high speed video processing of moving cell
images to develop a rapid assay for measurement of exci-
tation times in swimming E. coli/S.typhimurium. The rela-
tionship between signal processing kinetics and signal am-
plification is central to understanding of the sensory
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response. Its elucidation through rapid screening of the avail-
able excitation pathway mutations is now feasible. The initial
behavioral observations indicate future developments. Re-
sponses to repellents are distinct from responses to attractants
in being more rapid and CheZ independent. Caged proton
photolysis is sufficiently rapid for study of tumble signals,
but the gain cannot be directly measured because changes in
receptor protonation relevant for signal generation cannot be
presently identified. Amino acid (e.g., leucine) repellents are
thought to bind directly to Tsr (Eisenbach et al., 1990b).
Synthesis of an appropriate caged amino acid should be pos-
sible given continuing developments in caging and rapid
photorelease of amino acids (Corrie and Trentham, 1993).
High speed cameras and high precision video instrumenta-
tion should enable more temporally resolved measurement of
CW signal processing and identification of possible lesions
that accelerate the process. The RCD computer measure of
motile behavior should remain effective at higher digitization
rates.
Mean population behavior has been documented in this
study. The data are, however, stored as individual cell tracks.
Analysis of cell-to-cell response variation should provide
further information. Appropriate experimental geometries
and repetitive flashes may be utilized to effect graded or
impulsive application of stimuli for detailed analysis of the
rotation of single tethered bacteria or flagellar filaments, as
warranted. For example, the UV flash may be focused to
effect photorelease from a spot for study of impulse re-
sponses. Programs for computerized analysis of single, teth-
ered bacteria are available (Berg et al., 1987; Kuo and Ko-
shland, 1989), and may be extended, upon appropriate
modification, for analysis of whole fields of view. Tethered
bacteria may mask (see Table 1) very brief intervals and
pauses (Eisenbach et al., 1990a). Measurements of unloaded
filament rotation (Kudo et al., 1990) may be more suitable
for study of single motor behavior. Also, interpretation of
complex stimulus-response behavior is qualified by assump-
tions, in particular that of system linearity, that are of un-
certain validity. Nevertheless, it is apparent that the caged
ligand-based computer assay for bacterial chemotactic ex-
citation has significant potential for development, which
when matched to advances in biochemical and structural
knowledge, should ultimately reveal the chemical mecha-
nism of the chemotactic response.
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